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ABSTRACT 
Presented herein is a brief analysis or the economic justi-
fication practices of the Corps or Engineers as commonly implemented 
in proposals concerning water resources projects. Where applicable, 
recommended methods are compared to similar methods advocated for, and 
accepted by, private engineering firms in similar situations. 
The major problem exists in the lack of a profit motive in 
programs undertaken with the use of public funds. However, a profit 
can be said to have been realized in public works programs if the 
total benefits of the programs to all the people exceed the costs of 
these programs and, f'urther, if the most efficient use possible is 
made ot the funds employed. 
The significant differences between public and private poll-
cies, as noted herein, lie in the use of price projections, the use 
ot a contingency reserve and recommended interest rates. Problems 
unique to public works u_. navigational subsidies and the deter-
mination or benefits derived from recreational facilities. 
Further obstacles to true efficiency in the expenditure of 
public funds are believed to exist in the lack of use of a 
prospective rate-of-return basis in making a decision between justi-
fi ed projects, in the need for continued progress in standardization 
of methods and principles and in the magnitude of the viewpoint from 
which improvement proposals should be approached. It is believed that 
the greatest obstacle to true efficiency lies _in the influence of 
political expediency upon engineering economics. 
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It has been proposed that "Engineering is the conscious appli-
cation of science to the problems ot economic production.•• (l)l 
Engineering economy, then, would embrace the consideration of hwnan 
desires, in physical terms, and the cost of providing them. F.ngi-
neering is unavoidably associated with production and further with 
methods ot production at least eost compared to the value of the 
products. 
Private business organizations operate on a profit basis. 
Profit is the ultimate goal and as such is the standard of success 
in the business world. Public activities, in a sense, also seek a 
profit, that is, a max.imum of benefits over costs. Many differences 
exist, however. 
Our Federal government may be likened to a giant corporation 
wherein the eitizens are the stockholders, Congress the board o 
directo1·s, the President, the chief executive officer and the judi-
cial branch the corporate legal stat!. ~ Federal tax structure 
provides the capital with which to operate the "governmental 
o,rporation" which has a mission of "providing tor the general wel-
fare" ot the people rather than securing a monetary profit. Here the 
differences become more pronounced. Theoretically, in a pri.vate 
corporation, an owner receives a share or the proti.t proportional to 
the share of capital provided. A taxpayer may receive a return on his 
tax dollar which is highly beneficial, ot no consequence, or even 
i:---Numerals in parenthesis refer to corresponding numbers in the 
bibliography. 
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detrimental to him. Particularly in the field of public construction, 
a taxpayer may never receive a tangible benefit from any such expendi-
ture or public funds. 
As in any organization where the decision-making representatives 
or the owners do not and cannot have expert knowledge in all fields 
and thus employ experienced advisors, the Federal government utilizes 
the services or the Corps or Engineers. A proposed project is insti-
gated by local groups who desire flood control, na"rl.gational, or other 
improvements. A Senator or Representative is contacted ~o, in turn, 
consults with the Public Works Committee ot the House or Senate. 
Following adoption of a resolution by a committee the task of con-
ducting a review ot reports is assigned a District Engineer through the 
Chief or Engineers. The District Engineer conducts public hearings on 
the subject with interested local groups and then proceeds to form a 
plan of' recommended improvement. This plan with the favorable or un-
favorable recommendation ot the District Engineer is considered by the 
Board of' Engineers tor Rivera and Harbors. This board also holds 
public hearings and makes its recommendations to the Chief of Engi-
neers who refers the matter to all interested states and Federal agen-
cies tor their comments. The plan then is submitted to the Bureau or 
the Budget for concurrence and to Congress for approval. If approval 
and authorization or funds are granted by Congress, the resulting law 
authorizes the Chief of F.ngineers to prepare plans, specifications and 
estimates and to subnit invitations to bid for the performance or the 
contract. 
7 
Ot this entire process this study is concerned with that phase 
'Wherein the District Fll.gineer forms a plan of reconmended improvement 
and, more specifically, deter.mines whether this plan is economically 
justified. To a large extent, the formulation ot the project, the 
estimates ot costs and particularly of benefits, and the resulting deci-
sion that is made determine the future of any proposed plan of improve-
ment . It is obvious that a proposed plan the tangible and intangible 
benefits of which do not exceed its anticipated costs has a negligible 
chance of receiving final approval. 
It is within this determination and estimation of benefits and 
coste that the greatest opportunities arise for error and inaccurate 
estim&tien. The final product of a water resources project is not 
usually an aaiaatee object which can be traded in the market place, 
its value detennined by the amount a consumer is willing to pay for 
it. What is the monetar, value of an afternoon of boating on a lake? 
What is the dollar value of the damage to an area from all floods of 
up to a given height which will occur in the next fifty years? 'What 
is the value in dollars of saving a human life? These are con-
siderations which must be made in arriving at a decision as to whether 
a public project is economically justified. Upon these decisions rest 
the responsibility for expenditure of billions ot dollars of public 
funds in an atmosphere ot the utmost scrutiny by taxpayers and their 
elected representatives and where there is keen competition for every 
available dollar of public tunds. Upon these decisions also rest the 
responsibility for the possible future saving of thousands of human 
lives, tor the prevention o! loss of goods and lands or untold value 
and for the opportunity of mald.ng significant contributions to the 
improvement of the general welfare. 
It is this fascinating field wherein the areas of black and 
white are increasingly emerging from the gra;y that I have chosen tor 
~ study. Beyond this particular fascination and that of engineering 
economics in general, this field is inextricably associated with nry 
chosen profession, that of a military engineer. In a sense, the civil 
works !unction of the Corps of Engineers most closely approaches the 
co1D1non conception of civil engineering and is thus an appropriate 
subject for a study offered in partial fulfillment of requirements for 
the degree of Master of Science in Civil F.ngineering. 
g 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The major work in this field is a booklet entitled "Proposed · 
Practices for Economic Analysis of ~ver Basin Projects," a report to 
the Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources by the Subconmittee on 
Evaluation Standards. The original issue was dated M81' 1950; a 
revised edition is dated May 1958. In 1946 the Federal Inter-Agency 
River Basin Comnittee appointed a Subcommittee on Bene.tits and Costs 
for the purpose ot formulating mutu~ acceptable principles and 
policies governing the determination and estimation ot benefits and 
costs tor water resources projects. The May 1950 edition of this 
booklet was the result. The Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources 
was approved by the President on May 26, . 1954 to succeed. the Federal 
Inter-Agency River Basin Committee. The suceessor committee formed a 
Subconmittee on Evaluation Standards to succeed the Subcommittee on 
Benefits and · Costs. This new subcommittee then issued the revision 
in 1958. The authors stress that publication ot \hiar·ri.ther compre-
hensive report does not imply adoption ot the principles by partici-
pating agencies nor does it represent Administration policy. 
These proposed practices, and presumably other sources, have 
been consulted in the preparation of the Corps o! Engineers' -.: series 
of Filgineer Manuals, EM 1120-2-101 through 115. These manuals 
prescribe the practices to be used by all levels ot activity within 
the Corps of Engineers structure tor Civil Works !unctions and are 
under constant revision and improvement. The series constitute a 
valuable source of information concerning complete formulation ot a 
project as well as the form tor reports. 
Studies in this area by unofficial authors include "Multiple 
Purpose River Development, Studies in Applied Economic Analysis" by 
John V. Krutilla and otto Eckstein. These economists, as members of 
the stati' of Resources For The Future, Inc ., Washington, D. c. have 
produced a highly teohnioal economic analysis of mul.tiple-purpose 
projects baaed upon a comparison of their e!ficieney model with com-
pleted projects. 
uma B. Leopold and Thomas Maddock, Jr., in their book "The 
Flood Control Controversy" e.xamine differences in procedure and 
concepts among the various agencies of the Federal government which are 
concerned with flood control improvements. 
Various other Engineering Econol'ey' texts such as "Principles 
of Engineering Economy" by Ebgene L. Grant and ''&lgineering EconoJey"" 
by H. G. Thuesen comment briefly and generally conceming the prob-
lems of evaluation of public activities. 
Additional sources recommended in this :f'ield but not consulted 
include Roland McKean; "Cost Bene.fit Analysis and Ef.ticiency in 
Government " , Santa Monica: Rand Corporation Research Memorandum, 1955 
and otto Eckstein; "Water Resources Development : The &onomics of 
Project E'Yaluation, " Cam.bridge: Harvard University Press , 1958. 
III. DISCUSSION 
A. Standards of Measurement 
The process of translating physical effects of a construction 
project into monetary terms requires a set of standards upon 'Whioh to 
base the translation as well as careful consideration of the many 
diverse types of benefits and costs. These standards must include a 
comparable time basis., a consideration of various price levels., in-
terest rates and risk allowances., treatment of tangibles and in-
tangibles., adjustments tor levels of economic activity., taxes and 
other special problems to be dealt with later. 
Of necessity, the economic evaluation of public :projects must 
consider the public viewpoint rather than that of some individual 
or of some local group. It is understandable, therefore., t hat the 
standards in use for evaluation of public projects~ vary from the 
standards acceptable to local groups or from those acceptable to 
private projects. 
1. Market Value 
The economic effect of making goods and services available 
for use on a project is to preclude their use for another purpose. 
The value or these goods and services in other possible uses is an 
indication of their cost to the project, making current (or future) 
market value a logical determinant of project effects. For investment 
items., market value determines the interest rate used in conversion to 
an annual equivalent basis. This "alternative value" concept is basic 
to the cost and benefit evaluation practices of the Corps or Engineers 
and to generall3 accepted principles of economics (2). Thia use ot 
market value as a basis for evaluation of project effects, while it 
has its limitations, is the best means available and provides a 
practicable method for reduction of costs and benefits to monetary 
13 . _ ,. - ~ . 
terms thus allowing for the systematic treatment of costs and bene.f'its 
so essential for consistency and comparability of results. 
2. Price Levels 
In using market value for ...aibta\ing project effects in mone-
taI7 terms a consideration of varying price levels as a standard of 
measurement becomes appropriate. The price standards used should 
renect exchange values of the goods and services involved in the pro-
ject and thus should take account of relative abundance or scarcity of 
these goods am. services as reflected in price levels under various 
conditions of resource employment. It a condition of tu1l. resource 
employment prevails (such as a time of var) there exists a scarcity of 
. p . 
resources so that their value (or price) ia relativeq higher than in 
a period of low resource employment (such. as a depression) when 
available resources are abundant. 
The actual cost of project effects to the society as a whole is 
the value ot goods tor which project resources could be exchanged at 
the time of their use or the value of goods !or which project benefits 
could be exchanged at the time those beneti ts become available. There-
!ore, the actual values ot the resources invested in a project are 
affected by variations in the degree of resource employment. This is 
particularly significant in the use or varying general price levels to 
determine the difference in value between invested project resources at 
the time ot development and realized benefits at the time of their 
realization. In view of this it is deemed advisable tor public pro-
ject etfeet analysts to enter into economic base studies with the aim 
ot developing price projections. 
The Corps ot Engineers reco.nmends the use ot projections in 
varying degrees corresponding to the importance of the project under 
consideration. A general, brief guide is ottered listing the following 
paramaters ot economic growth to be considered: natural resources, 
population, number of households, labor force, personal inoome, gross 
national product, gross regional product, industrial production and 
agricultural production. Still it is lett to the user to determine 
the extent of projection to be undertaken in any given situation with 
the added stipulation that where projections are used, and eepeci~ 
in those cases in which expected future growth is a deciding factor in 
scope and juatitication, they are to be ~ documented and justified. 
It is .tul4' recognized that the use ot economic base studies to 
determine price projections approaches an area of quicksand in the 
normally unstable tield of cost estimation. Indeed, recommendations 
tor private practice vary from cautious approval2 through limited use 
~"Engineers also should be carefltl to develop the long-run view 
of their projects. Thia is all the more tru.e in times of rapidly 
changing economic values. It is admitted that there ia con-
siderable difficulty about auch forecasting ot future values. 
Some such consideration, even though it mq not accord fin~ 
with tuture tacts, is necessary to give a tull and complete 
picture of the project to that person who mst make the 
decision." (3) 
for short-term projections only3, to definite disapproval4. However, 
in view ot five considerations: the relatively vast scope ot the 
majority ot public projects; the extended usetu.l lite ot public pro-
jects; the potential effects on local economies ot the projects them-
selves; the nature ot financing of public projects; and the overall aim 
ot promoting the general wel.f'are; it is deemed advisable that the 
Corps ot Engineers do enter into price projections to the :tullest 
extent possible consistent with resources aTailable. If axry criticism 
is to be made ot present practices it would lie in lack of a more 
detailed, systematic and refined approach to price projection in 
attempting to arrive at the most accurate estimates possible. 
3. Risk illowancee and Interest Rates 
Conversion to a comparable basis tor time and degree of 
certainty of occurrence .mu.st be accomplished in evaluatilaa benefits 
r;--.. ••• But under more normal conditions, anticipated short-run 
price-level changes are usu.ally not large enough to be of much 
consequence, and long-run price-level changes may seem dit!icult 
or imposaible to forecast with confidence •••• Under normal 
conditions most engineering eeononur studies Y.l.11 be made .with-
out specific quantitative .forecasts ot price changes. But 
whenever the choice i_s between two alternatives is a close one, 
it is appropriate to consider whether changes in 8IJY or the 
prices assumed in the study are considered like~.tt (4) 
~ i"uture prices could be known, it would be simple to take 
tliem into consideration in econo~ studies. But no matter how 
thoroughly price trends of the paat are known, prices in the 
future can only be eatimated. The processes o:r buying and 
selling involve estimates of future prices •••• Thus present 
prices of most items ot commerce represent a composite of 
future-price estimates or DlAJl1' buyers and sellers. 
Unless there is good reason to the contrary, the com-
posite estimate of many bUTers and sellers as embodied in 
present prices should. be used in econoiq studies." (5) 
and costs at the time of their accrual. Risk allowances and interest 
and discount rates provide the means. 
Risk allowances take account of uncertainties and hazards 
which migllt prevail between commitment or investment ot resources and 
accrual ot benefits. ~ a _ general sense, risks can be separated into 
predictable and unpredinable categories. The Corps of Engineers 
takes the position that apecific risk allowances should allow tor 
predictable risks leaving interest .r discount rates to cover the time 
element and any possible residual l'i.aks. 
Predictable risks are thou aormally covered b7 appropriate 
insurance such as tl.ooda, tires, storms, peats and accidents. 
Coverage of these risks in this manner is a widel,1' accepted practice 
where additional expenditure of project funds for the prevention ot 
these risk• becomes impractical. 
Unpredictable risks or unoeri.ainties include errors in eati-
mating due to such unforeseeable factors as nuctuationa in levels 
ot economic activity am technological changes. The methods pre-
scribed for public projects ot allowing tor uncertainties or un-
pr~ctable risks include fl ••• the use of estimates of benetita that 
are reasonably conservative; the assumption of a limited economic 
life, with minim.um allowances tor salvage, which results in amor-
tization ot coats within the limited economic lite; a risk component 
in the discount rate, satet7 margin requirements in project formu-
lation, such aa designing projects short ot the .marginal limit on 
scale of development or including a contingency reserve in project 
costs to cover unforeseeable developments; and ti~, selection only 
ot the more desirable projects.n (6) 
Conservatism in the expenditure of public funds is highly 
comm.end.able insofar as it tends to maximize the benetits to the 
American people while minimizing the cost thereof. Private contrac-
tors may arrive at their bid prices by any means consistent with the 
desires of their owners and management which means DJ.81 include padding 
oosts tor contingencies. In the expenditure of public funds, however, 
it wuld seem appropriate to list separate~ in coat computations any 
estimates or expenditures tor unforeseeable risks, that is, a con-
tingency reserve. This procedv.re would permit a more sound and 
.methodical approach to the formulation of accurate estimates of 
actual costs to be incurred while allowing tor continuing improvement 
in aeeuracy. Further, the separate stating of costs ot uncertainties 
would allow Congress, "the public's management," to judge whether the 
cost or uncertainties is justifiable and would. allow the estimators to 
set up a standard for allowable reserves upon which they~ improve 
in the future. 
Previously noted was the necessit7 for a means ot reduction ot 
costs and benefits at the time of their accrual to a comparable time 
basis. Interest and discount rates provide these means. Interest is 
necessary in evaluating currently available investment capital versus 
that to be available in the future. A lender 1111at be compensated tor 
foregoing the present use of hia capital. Assuming that predictable 
risks are otherwise compensated tor, an appropriate interest rate 
for use in estimating benefits and costs !or public projects would be 
an essentially risk-free interest rate taking appropriate consideration 
of the time element. Prescribed is the average yield on long-term 
Federal bonds with aptl:haD tl.uctuations averaged out by means of a 
relatively long base period. Further, the current rates to be used 
are prescribed periodically in directives of the Bureau ot the Budget. 
Currently prescribed tor Federal investments, excluding market value 
ot land, is . a rate of two and one half percent. The rate prescribed 
for market value of land exclusive of acquisition costs is tive 
percent. 
Controversy exist• concerning \1-e interest rates applicable 
in the economic justification of the numerous and di verse types or 
public activities. Opinions vary from zero percent interest, 
especially when activities are compensated for from current revenues 
rather than by borrowing, through an interest rate equal to the cost 
ot capital borrowed ft,r the project, to that interest rate which repre-
sents a minimum attractive rate o! retum on an investment. No~ 
the latter should be somewhat higher than the cost of borrowed money. 
In use currently is the second alternative, that of using an interest 
rate equal to the cost of borrowing capital or where such funds are 
not borrowed. a rate equal to the average cost of long-term borrowings. 
It would appear that the public should have a right to a 
minimum attractive rate or return on its investment in public projects 
such as it would have as a private investor. '!be expenditure of 
public .tu.nds on a given project has the economic etf'ect of precluding 
the use of those 1\inds for another investment purpose either b7 the 
individual taxpayer or more immediate~ b7 the Federal government on 
some other project. The average taxpayer would not normally consid~r 
two and one half percent an attractive rate of return on an investment, 
he being willing to accept greater risk. 
4. Period or Analysis 
Numerous economic and physical forces such as physical depre-
ciation, obsoleacence and changing requirements tor project services 
\mid to limit the economic lite ot a project. The maxinR>rn economic 
life is reached when the costs of continuing the project exceed the 
value ot benefits expected from continuation. Therefore, the economic 
life m~ never exceed, and is often leas than, the phyaioal lite ot a 
project. 
An economic life of fift7 years is specified with deviations 
allowed it completely justifiable. An absolute maximum or one hundred 
years is also established. Further it is recommended that where major 
replacements will be necessary to extend the useful lite of a project 
only the tirat increment (up to the major replacement) of useful lite 
ot the project be considered in initial computations. While these 
limits may seem ultra-conservative in view of the extended physical 
life ot many public projects (example: average usetul lite of earthen, 
concret.e or masonry dams is 150 years (7) this practice is consistent 
with the principle or conservatism in the expenditure of public funds. 
Howner, this conservatism ii baaed on allowances for contingencies 
and unpredictable risks. These contingencies where even remote]3 fore-
seeable should be allotted a specific cost and any additional increase 
in eo1ts tor uncertainties, contingencies, unforeseeable risks or un-
predictable errors should be so listed separatel3, where possible, tor 
reasons aforementioned. 
B. Analysis ot Costs 
1. Def'initions. 
In practice the Corps ot Engineers finds it necessary to dis-
tinguish between economic and financial costs. Economic costs are 
defined as the value ot goods and services provided by all interests 
concerned for the establishment, oper,tion and maintenance of' a project 
plus any loss due to adverse ef'f"ect• whether or not these are paid for 
directly. Financial costs are detined aa the initial and recurring 
outlays of" monies, lands, materials, good.a and services that will be 
incurred over the lite of the project.in its construction, operation 
and maintenance. As a diatiaction, financial coats do not include 
those iteme of' economic cost which do not require such initial or 
recurring outlay. Thia distinction is necessary in that economic 
costs are balanced against economic benefits in order to establish 
the overall economic feasibility of the projects. The necessities of 
cost-allocation, cost-sharing and appropriations make the computation 
ot financial coats a requirement. 
A further distinction is made between project costs and 
associated costs. The definition, given above, of' economic costs will 
serve to define project costs, while associated costs are the value of 
goods and services needed over and above those included in the project 
costs to make the immediate services or products of the project avail-
able for use. In our studJ, we will deal primariq with economic rather 
than · financial costs. 
2. Determination of Costs 
0,11 
/-! .f 
Project coats consist ot the costs of all labor, material and 
land included in the initial investment as well as subsequent expendi-
tures for replacement, operation and maintenance. Additional costs, 
wholly or in part attributable to the project, might include interest 
during construction, inspection, overhead, post-authorization surveys 
and general administration. Fin~, as indicated previously, the 
costs of any project-induced adverse ettecta, whether or not .directly 
compensated for, should be included in project costs. 
Having concluded that market price is to be the common denom-
inator in reducing project effects to monetary terms, project costs 
should be evaluated in terms ot prices anticipated to be etfecti ve at 
the time ot incurrence of cost. Also, costs should be converted to a 
conmon time baeis, us~ the annual average equi. valent, the rates to 
be used for computing charges tor intereet and amortization will be 
discussed later. 
Aasooiated costs (usually incurred by other than the Fe<;leral 
government) are computed taking care to make computations similar 
to those for benefits as well as other costs so that associated costs 
mq be deducted from overall benefits to allow valid comparison ot 
project costs with project benefits. 
When no unit ot value can be placed upon a project or associa-
ted coat, it will be considered an intangible cost and treated as 
described below under Problems of Measurement. 
()(") 
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c. An~sis ot Benefits 
1. General Statement and Definitions 
Project benefits are the vallle of goods and services created or 
increased as a direct result o! the project as well as bene!icial 
effects to the econo~ as a whole when considered with and without the 
project. Primary project benetita are the value of those products or 
serTi.ees directly attributable to the project le•• &n1' associated costs 
incurred. in their realization. Attributable secondary benefits are 
those increases in value over and above those included in primary pro-
ject benefits considering national econ~Iey" with and without the project. 
Care met be taken in computing secondary benefits attributable to the 
project to exclude costs of secondary activities and net aecondaey 
benefits which could be expected trom alternate uses of project re-
sources. Project benefits are considered to be the ~um of primary 
benefits and secondary benefits attributable to the project. In-
tangible benefits, like intangible costs, are those benefits upon which 
no unit ot value can be proper~ placed. These intangible benefit• 
will be treated in a manner comparable to that prescribed under Prob-
lems of Measurement. 
As indicated previously, market value provides an acceptable 
means ot evaluating costs and benefi ta. In evaluating primary bene-
ti ts the market value, when considered applicable, should retlect the 
exchange value ot project products at the time these benefits are 
accru.ed. It an adequatelJ' competitive econontr doea not exbt, the 
value ot project benefits ma:, be derived from the coat of alternate 
production o! these benefits by the most likelJ' meana. In eTaluation 
ot second&r7 benefits from a national viewpoint, onll' those benefits 
attributable to the project trom that viewpoint should be considered. 
Secondary benefits Jil81' be evaluated by pricing similar products trom 
other sources or by placing a value on the goods and services used when 
involved in aome other productive capacity. In any eTent, secondary 
benefits cannot be attributed to the project without their producing an 
increase 111_ n*-' income trom the national viewpoint which increase~, 
would not haTe occurred without the project. 
2. Determining and Evaluating Bene!i ts 
a. Flood Control 
Flood control benetits .DUq" be realized either by prevention ot 
losses which would otherwise occur or by creation ot increased pro-
duction through more intensive use ot land which would be otherwise 
under-utilised because of a fiood hazard. Flood control benefits may-
be measured. by prevention o! decreases in net income or resulting in-
creases in net income made possible by the project. 
Benetits accrued through prevention ot loaaea should be a 
measure ot the ditterence between _ dalnage anticipated during the lite 
ot the project with tlood. control prov.l.ded and damage to be expected. 
without the project. An estimation ot the increaae in Y&lue ot goods 
and services affected by a tlood control project should retlect the 
aum which beneficiaries lK>uld be willing to pq tor such protection, 
given a choice. J. logical asawnption ot this sum would be that amount 
beneficiaries would have to pq tor repairing tlood damages and 
avoiding aaaociated inconveniences. Where actual repair and replace-
ment ot damage is impracticable and thus cannot serve, reduction in the 
value or property should serve a.s a mea:sure of flood damage. In 
addition, other costs incident to a flood, such as cost or evacuation 
and reoccupation of flood areas, if prevented, may be considered 
project benefits. 
The determination of the amount of flood damage that may be 
eJCpected to occur is analagous to an insurance-probability situation. 
given damage is the product of the money eost it the damage occurs and 
the probability that the damage will occur in any one year. Economic 
difficulties arise in determining the cost of damage incurred by a 
given height or flood. Engineering difficulties arise in determining 
the degree of flood protection afforded by a given flood protection 
project. 
Special consideration should be given to the likelihood and 
danger of duplication or benefits through prevention of fiood damage. 
Additional benefits may accrue through prevention of increased costs 
of doing business am through prevention of loss of income through 
disruption ot business. However, increased costs of doing business 
may have previously allowed !or loss of income through disruption of 
business. As another example, direct flood fighting costs may include 
wages paid to labor which is temporari~ unemployed due to disruption 
of business. This is a cost to the general public in o~ one of two 
possible categories: either as a direct cost through wages paid or as 
lost opportunity to receive wages at normal pursuits. Still another 
example occurs in determination of dam.age-prevention benefits to 
agricultural lands. In this case, valuation of benefits should be baaed 
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on intensity of future use of the land without flood control to avoid 
duplicating benefits arising from changed use or property as discussed 
i n the following paragraphs. 
Benefits made possible by more intensive use of property be-
cause of flood control should be measured as an increase in net income 
of the affected property with and without the project. This increase 
is t hat in excess of estimated reduction of fiood damage. The value 
ot these benefits may be reflected in increased market value which can 
be reduced to annual amount by application of appropriate interest 
rate adjusted for dama.1e prevention benefits. From this value, 
however, should be deducted any associated costs the remainder being 
the benefits attributable to the project. When danger exists of 
duplication o! benefits through the occurrence of both damage pre-
vention and more intensive use al the same piece of property it lI181' 
be necessary to allow the increase in net income from the property 
with and without the project to reflect the total flood control benefit. 
b. Navigation 
In general, the benefits attributable to the creation or a 
navigable inland waterway are the value or the transportation ser-
vices provided less associated costs ot making the services avail-
able. The cost or providing equivalent transportation services by 
the most economical alternative means I whether new or existing, rnust 
be considered in the justification or navigation projects. Benefits 
through navigation improvements may be realized in the following 
ways: 1) If the project makes available transportation services at a 
saving over an alternative means such as existing railroads and 
highways; 2) If the project creates new demand for transportation 
services through provision of service at an appropriately lower cost 
than that cost for existing available means or through provision of 
services where no alternate exists . 
Benefits through savings over alternate means may occur: when 
operation and maintenance costs of an existing waterway are reduced; 
when operation and maintenance costs of water carriers are reduced; 
and when improvements divert existing or expected traffi~' *"• alter-
nate means of transportation. In the .first case a benefit equal to the 
savings is attributable to the project . In the second cJse, applicable 
benefits should be computed on an anticipated future trait.Le cost 
differential with and without the project . Attributable benefits, in 
the third case, should reflect the difference in costs, not rates, 
between alternate and waterway transportation of anticipated traffic. 
Care should be exercised in the use of comparable interest and tax 
rates when comparing costs of alternate means of providing trans-
portation services. 
In evaluating benefits from traffic which would not develop 
without the project the differential between anticipated waterway 
costs and the maximum. cost shippers would be willing to Pa.Y for the 
movement ot applicable traffic is used. If data are not available to 
allow an accurate estimate of the maximum cost of shipping which new 
shippers would be willing to pq, an estimate may be based on a cost 
which · is an average of expected waterway cost and a cost just below that 
charged by the most economical alternate means. 
In any consideration or costs or the most economical alternate 
means of providing transportation services, account must be made of 
transportation subsidies. When development ot the project results in 
a decrease in operation or maintenance costs to water carriers or when 
trattic, which in the absence of the project would move by alternate 
means, is attracted to a waterway or when new tratf'ic is developed 
because ot project-induced lowering of transportation costs, the pro-
ject can be said to have subsidized water transportation. This subsidy 
will work to the detriment of possible competing forms of transportation. 
The question then arises, could not a competing form ot transportation 
offer transportation service at less cost than water transportation 
if equal subsidies were provided tor both. On the assumption that it 
could, the benefits attributable to the project through navigation would 
be nil. Here, of course, we must also consider the indidm.bili\y of 
benefits from a ml.ti-purpose project. It is conceivable that improve-
ments to navigation would re~t u a secondary benefit from . other 
purposes of the project. In any eTent, · the true value ot navigational 
benefits should reflect the leaser cost~ if such exists, of water 
transportation services compared to alternate means of providing those 
services, both means considered to have received equal Federal aid. 
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c. Development and Improvement ot Agricultural Land .. 
Among the many methods in which a water resources project may 
enhanc.e the value ot, or increase the productivity ot, agricultural 
lands are irrigation, drainage, and flood and erosion control. The 
general method ot determining benefits attributable to the project 
from this source would be to evaluate the increase in productivity 
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of the lands with and without the project. Here should be considered 
future demand tor the agricultural products involved. and any possible 
change in tuture use ot productivity ot the land. Adjustment should be 
made for past uneconomical results through poor land use, poor cropping 
patterns or poor management. 
(1) Irrigation 
Decreases in cost and increase in value of agricultural pro-
duction can be considered the primary benefits from project develop-
ment of irrigation. &om these benefits J1D1st be deducted associated 
costs of increased productivity such as investments tor land prepara-
tion, water distril::ution structures, livestock, buildings, machinery 
and local governmental services. Increased production, or project 
benefits, may be derived from expected annual net value of production 
with am without the project. Associated coats may be derived from 
increased operating expenses, increased interest en investments, 
increased maintenance and depreciation of equipment and increased 
property taxes and living expenses. 
(2) Drainage and Flood Prevention 
Enhancement ot lands may occur through drainage ot excess 
water or through prevention of flood damage. Determination ot bene-
fits and associated costs from drainage should be treated in the same 
manner as with irrigation benefits. Treatment ot benefits trom fiood 
control to agricultural lands is similar to that previously diacuaaed 
tor general flood control. Care should be taken to detect and esti-
mate more intensive use ot land as a result ot drainage and tlood 
control improvements. 
(3) Erosion CQntrol 
The determination of project benefits to agricultural lands 
through erosion control is made on a with and without net income 
analysis similar to that tor other agricultural b-.Ata. Allowance 
should be made, however I tor the delay in accrual ot beneti ts. 
d. Water Supply 
Quantitative or qualitative improvement in supplies ot muni-
cipal or industrial water mq be a benefit attributable to a project. 
The cost ot water from the most likely alternate source ma;y- be con-
sidered a measure of those benefits inasrilllch as alternate sources ot 
water are available in most areas. In computing the cost ot alternate 
means consideration ot interest and tax.es actual.JJr payable from the 
alternate source mst be made. If it is antiiaipat,ed that new uses o! 
water will be induced by the project, this benefit will be treated the 
same as that for navigational benetita. 
e. Hydroelectric Power 
Benefits from the denlopment Gf ·pover should -include the value 
ot sit •-produced power plus any upstream or downstream improvements 
in power production. The common method of evaluating these benefits 
involves comparison with the costs of the most likel.1' alternate source 
. . 
ot power in the absence ot the project. Thi• comparison should in-
elude interest and taxes pa,able by the alternate source. Any-
project-induced new markets tor power should be treated as prescribed 
tor navigati0nal benefits. 
t. Recreation 
This section will deal with project benefits due to recreation 
including the recreational aspects ot .tish and wild.lite. 
Whether or not a project has specific recreational facilities 
incorporated in its design, certain beneficial and adverse effects 
upon recreation may occur. Recreational values are ordinarily not 
priced in the market, therefore evaluation of benefits trom this 
source must be based upon derived values or treated as intangibles. 
The taking ot ·ti.sh and wildlife tor recreational purposes may be 
measured in terms of dif'f'erential output or "take" with and without 
the project. Benefits from other forms ot recreational use such as 
swimming, boating, camping and picnicking are currently evaluated. 
on the basis of visitor ~s. The conservative value of one dollar 
is placed on a visitor day, the number of such dqs being estimated 
from records of past projects and from information turnished by such 
agencies as the National Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife 
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Service. Other recreational. benefits such aa preservation of rare 
species ot. wildlife and protection of scenic and historic sites must 
be included with the intangible benefits of a project. 
Converse:q, a project may have adverse effects on recreational 
values. There may occur a decrease in fish and wildlife production 
or the loss of use of existing recreational facilities. Where these 
decreases or losses are not recovered or replaced by the project 
the adverse ef'f'ects are evaluated as are the resulting benefits. In 
many oases it is preferred that these losses be prevented rather than 
compensated for. It such ocours, the cost et prevention is a project 
cost. 
As a policy, the Corps of Engineers will not recomnend approval 
ot a project in which the total of benefits less recreational bene.tite 
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does net equal eighty-five percent or the total project costs. This 
intentional de-emph8.8is of recreational benetits in project evaluation 
implies that recreational benefits could occasio~ exceed the rif'teen 
percent limi. tation. In view of the increasing interest of the American 
people in outdoor activities as evidenced by soaring attendance at 
project recreational sitea (8) and in view of the increased expendi-
tures or leisure time and money it would seem appropriate to reconsider 
this fifteen percent limitation in recognition ot the real and desired 
benefits or recreational activities to the American people. 
g. Fish and Wildlife 
In dealing with commercial production of fish and wildlife, 
beneficial and adverse effects attributable to a project Jil81' general.4" 
be measured in terms of increases er decreases in production with and 
without the project. Increased or decreased volumes of production~ 
ordinari~. be evaluated in the market place. Bene.ti ts from this 
source should exclude associated costs incurred by fishermen and 
trappers in harvesting and marketing th.ae products. In the event ot 
project-induo'Wd adverse effects to coJDnercial production, the market 
value ot lost production may not refiect the total loss to the 
econoJJG". An industry may not be able to transfer its plant and equip-
ment to another area or cost m,q be incurred in shitting skilled 
workmen to another area. These losses should he included as project 
costs. 
D. Problems of Measurement 
1. Tangible and Intangible Effects 
Tangible effect, are considered to be those effects which ean be 
reduced to monetary terms or those effects upon which can be placed a 
unit ot value not readily reducible to monetary terms such as loss of 
lif'e or improvement o! health or living conditions. Those effects upon 
which no unit of value can be placed such as the creation or loss of a 
scenic or historic site or the nebulous strengthening ot national 
security are considered to be intangible. 
Those tangible ettects readily reducible to monetary terms pre-
sent a problan only in accurate estimation. Those tangible effects 
not readily reducible to monetar;y teru should be given a uni~ ot 
value to be used by all Federal agencies competing for use ot public 
funds and by all units within thoae agencies concerned with project 
economic justification. This will allow a valid comparison or 
alternate expenditures ot public funds. When it is considered that 
intangible effects mtY be an important or a deciding factor in the 
justification ot a project these intangible factors should be clearly 
stated and documented to allow tull. consideration ot them by 
approving aithoritiea. 
2. Adjustment tor Levels ot F.conomic Activity 
In a preceding discussion ot price levels it was stated that 
base studies should be entered into with the objective ot .determining 
price projections as an aid to accurate estimation ot long-range costs 
and benefits. These price projections are normal.11' based on the 
aasumption or a rising economy, that is~ on a period of relative~ high 
level ot resource emplo1"D1ent. An exception mq occur in the making ot 
computations during protracted period of relative~ low level ot 
resource employment. It could be advantageous to consider the effect 
of lack of alternate uses of economic resources. Usually, however, 
labor is the only resource lost it not used at a given time. There-
fore, adjustments of the market price standard ot evaluating project 
costs should consider only direct project labor costs. In addition, 
however, adjustments may be appropriate for secondary opportunities 
for employment ot labor. It lI183 be ditficu1t to estimate the net 
effects of otherwise idle plant capacity or business opportunity 
attributable to the project in a period ot relatively' low economic 
activity. Therefore these secondary adjustments may necessarily be 
in the .form ot intangible benefits or intangible reduction of costs. 
J. Affected. Public Facilities 
The market price paid tor land project uses usually reflects 
lmlch of the value of debt-tree nearby public taeili ties such as roads, 
streets, schools and sewers. Debts to be paid out of Mure taxes 
against these same public facilities are normally detrimental to the 
value of nearby lands they serve. The market value ot such property 
reflects the capitalized cost ot unrealized income trom the property 
less future tax charges due to bonded indebtedness. These tuture tax 
charges ·should be included in the cost of acquisition of land where 
effected public facilities are not purchased or replaced as part or 
the project. 
4. Acquiaition of Land 
The market price ot land and improTemants acquired tor project 
purposes will normally reflect the value of the changed use ot the 
land as well as its possible loss tor productive purposes. This value 
mq, however, reflect o~ the local economic impact. In view ot the 
necessity for considering the economic effects of a project from a 
national viewpoint, obvious insufficiencies JJJQ' result in allowing the 
acquisition cost to reflect the total economic value ot acquired lands. 
In such cases an adjustment must be made, calculated in the same 
manner as comparable benefits, where any value of decrease in producti-
vity significantly ex.ceeds acquisition costs. 
5. Taxes 
Taxes, as such, require no definition but the impact and 
effects ot taxation are many and varied and require consideration in 
the economic analysis of project effects. Only a project-induced in-
crease in cost of governmental services should be charged against the 
project as tax costs. ArJY tax costs in excess ot those required to 
offset such an increase in cost of governmental services constitute 
project benefits. Particularly in the case of local governments, 
careful consideration ,h ould be given to the possibility ot govern-
mental expenditures attributable to the project exceeding &lq' increase 
in tax levies created by- the project. · 
In a general sense, tax lossea to any governmental unit be-
cause of a project will be adequately compensated for by project-
induced increases in tax revenue. When this doea not occur, the lost 
taxes mq be considered comparable to the revenue trom unimproved 
land ot equivalent size to that effected plus the lost revenue trom 
any improvements which will not or cannot be replaced. 
In the evaluation of benefits taxes, whether on property or 
income, are retleoted in·market values upon which the eTaluation is 
based. The ref ore, no deduction for taxes from lll&l'ket prices should 
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be made. Where m.arket value cannot be used as a basis for evaluation 
because a competitive econorrv does not exist, a derived market value 
must be used. The usual basis for this derivation is the cost of pro-
ducing the same benefits by the most likely alternative means. In 
using this ·method care should be ta.ken to include costs of interest 
and taxes actually p~able by the alternate means in computation or 
derived market values. 
Only the project-induced net e!tect upon revenue status of all 
governmental units should be conside1•ed in the economic analysis. 
6. Consequ.antial Damages 
Consequential damages are those losses inourred through the 
development of a project for which no direct compensation is normally 
made. The co st of the remaining usefulness or displaced facilities, 
if not acquired for the project, shoul.d be considered as consequential 
damages. If acquired, the cost thereof should be considered a normal 
land and improvement acquisition cost. Other consequential damages or 
a reservoir project might include lose of business in affected areas, 
flooding of cellars, water pollution or waterlogging of agricultural 
lands. Measurable ef'i"ects of these damages should be treated as 
tangible costs, others as intangible costs. 
E. General Problems 
1. True Efficiency 
Efficiency has long been considered a goal in private enterprise 
as a means of attaining maxi.mum. retuni on investment. Efficiency 
should be no less a goal in Federal spending in consideration ot the 
responsibility of government for the wiae expenditure or its levied tax 
revenue. Since every qualified citizen of our country has a voice in 
government if he would use it, it is somewhat surprising that greater 
efficiency is not demanded in the use of that citizen's hard earned 
tax dollar. The accumulation ot the dollar having ascended the heights 
as an important goal ot human endeavor, it would appear that Federal 
fiscal e!ticiency exiats tor an individual where that Federal expendi-
ture increues his personal accumulation. With approximatel1" one 
hundred and eighty million diverse opinions o! efficiency extant perhaps 
it is incredulous that true efficiency should even be a consideration. 
HOweYer, a function of our Federal government is to promote the general 
welfare, not the welfare or a few. This concept is compatible with a 
high degree of efficiency in government spending. 
2. Viewpoint 
Controversy exists as to the proper role of the Federal govern-
ment as a . participant in public works improv•ents. Is the Federal 
govemment to provide protection against only the catastrophic floods 
'Which have a measure of national significance? Or should it enter 
into any tlood control program which would enhance the value of land? 
A consideration or the ability ot local economies to adjust to prob-
lems of mild flooding and a consideration of the wording of the Flood 
Control Act of 1936; n ••• and if the livea and social security of 
people are otherwise adverse~ afteoted.n (9); leads to the conclusion 
that Federal participation in flood control measures should be on a 
"catastrophic basis." However, it is .t'ully recognized that Federal 
action is occasionall1" required to prevent private inefficient con-
sumption of natural resources. 
3. Standardization of Practices 
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Fiscal efficiency would indicate the desirability of continued 
striving for improvement and standardization or economic justifi-
cation practices. Methods and principles occasional.l,y vary among the 
several agencies engaged in economic justification activities. 
Regardless of the agency concerned, the ultimate goal should be 
maximization of satisfaction of the desires of the people of the 
country with a minimum expenditure of resources. 
4. Alternate Methods 
Alternate means of accomplishing fiood control purposes are 
seldom considered in project formulation even though they may often 
be more economical than investment in flood control structures. 
Such methods as land management and rezoning to lessen or prevent 
flood damage are politica.lly unacceptable. Local groups who would 
not profit directly by these procedures consider them to be a 
negative approach and thus undesirable. 
5. The Infiuence of Politics 
Efficiency in government has long been a political campaign 
issue. Whether or not a politician is realistica.l.ly advocating 
efficiency in the expenditure of public .tu.nds it is politically 
imprudent to publicly cloak his aims or desires in any dressing except 
efficiency. Advocates o! greater Federal spending contend that these 
expenditures would be militarily efficient, · or would lend much needed 
impetus to the national econonzy-. This concept of rationalizing any 
program of Federal spending on a basis of efficiency creates enormous 
road blocks in the path of true efficiency in governmental spending. 
This is no less true in the field of Federal expenditures tor public 
works. 
Most legislators are .responain to potential votes and financial 
campaign backing. With this premise there is no argument in view of 
our precep\1 ot gonrnm.ent. This situation, however, can occasionally 
narrow the field of vision of a legislator from a national to a local 
width. In addition, a public engineering program must necessarily be 
appreached with the question; will it appear justified to the general 
public or to governmental bodies who lack the technical background or 
open mind for proper consideration of all pertinent factors. 
These considerations tend to limit the ex.tent to which true 
engineering econoll\Y or efficiency can be achieved in any given pro-
posal. Indeed, determination and computation ot costs and benefits 
and the resul.ting decision as to economic justifiability Jll81' be pre-
sented in any number o! seemingly valid forms allowing tor apparent 
economic justification ot any politically desirable program. This may 
be poll ti cal. efficiency but can in no ~ be construed as economic 
efficiency in the expenditure o! public .tu.nds. 
F. The Decision 
Following an estimation ot total annual costs and total annual 
benefits of a project, a decision must be reached as to the economic 
feasibility of the undertaking. Further, decisions must be made as to 
the scale o! development of the project and as to whether the proposed 
project is the most economical method of accomplishing the project 
purposes. In general, we may say that a project is economia~ 
justified i!: 1) benefits exceed costs, 2) the benefits to be derived 
from each separable segment or the project at least equals its cost, 
3) the scale of development is such that the excess of benefits over 
costs ia a maxi.mum, and {4) there are no alternate methods of accom-
plishing the project purposes which are more economical than the 
proposed project and which would be precluded from development by the 
undertaking ot the project. 
The requirement that project benefits exceed costs is based on 
an act of Congress. The Flood Control Act of June 22, 19.36 reads in 
part: " ••• that the Federal Goverrunent should improve or participate in 
the improvement o! navigable waters or their tributaries, including 
watersheds thereof, tor flood-control purposes if the benefits to 
whomsoever they mq accrue are in excess ot the estimated costs, and 
if the lives and social security of people are otherwise adversely 
affected." (10) If this were the sole criterion upon which approval ot 
proposed projects was based, however, any project shown to have a 
benefit-cost ratio greater than unity would be acceptable and would be 
considered a valid expenditure of public funds. It mq be argued that 
any expenditure of tunds on this basis would add to the total national 
wealth ir the supply or public funds tor this purpose were unlimited. 
There exists no argument that an expenditure ot public funds on a basis 
or a benefit-cost ratio equal to unity would merely provide a purpose-
less transfer of wealth, or that with a ratio less than unity a loss 
of wealth would occur assuming valid estimates ot benefits and costs. 
However, with a limited suppl.J" or public :f\mds available and many 
activities ot the Federal government competing for the use of these 
tunds a more selective standard must exist for use in providing for 
maximum. return from expended public funds. 
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In the attempt to "ma.x:i..mize profits" from public investment, we 
find the additional criteria of maximum net benefits over costs appli-
cable. Figure 1 will serve to illustrate several relationships of 
benefits to costs. The benefit versus cost curve (Figure la) shows 
the benefits which could be realized through various levels of expendi-
ture for a hypothetical feasible project. From this curve the 
following relationships (plotted in Figure lb) can be shown; net 
benefits versus costs, {B-C) vs C; benefit-cost ratios versus costs, 
B/C vs C; and incremental benefit-cost ratios versus costs, d.B/dC 
vs c. 
Several of the above listed principles can now be illustrated. 
Curves B vs C and (B-C) vs C show that benefits will exceed costs for 
a wide range of project expenditures or scales of development. The 
dB/dC vs C curve shows that above a cost level of about 2.8 the bene-
fits from additional increments of development do not exceed their 
costs. Development above this cost level would not be economically 
justified even though total benefits would still exceed total costs. 
The (B-C) vs C curve shows that the level of project development where 
excess of benefits over costs is a ma.x:imuin exists at about 2.8. A pro-
jeet developed to a cost level of approximately 2.8, therefore, would 
be the unique project ~ich would satisfy the enumerated principles in 
this case. 
Finally, consideration must be given to whether the selected 
plan is more efficient than possible alternate plans for accomplishing 
the project purposes. A project or increment of a project should not 
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by an alternative, more economical means. Present methods of compari-
son of economic feasibility of alternate means of accomplishing pro-
ject purposes involve development of benefit-cost relationships for 
all reasonable alternatives. Particularly in the case where compari-
sons are required between public and private alternatives for 
development, comparable treatment of truces is required. Further, such 
comparisons should be on the basis of real costs and real benefits. 
In the comparison of alternate means of providing project 
benefits, especially in the case or public versus private means, . it 
would seem appropriate to use a return-on-investment basis. It is 
recognized that complex problems would arise such as the derivation 
of the social cost of taxation as a source of public funds as compared 
with the cost of private capital. However, using acceptable solutions 
of these problems, a return-on-investment basis would provide a much 
more accurate comparison than would a simple benefit-cost comparison. 
Finally it must be recognized that many Federal construction acti-
vities "WOuld not or couli not be undertaken by private enterprise. 
For example, a flood control project primarily for the prevention of 
loss of life or limitation of disaster of a national scope would not 
be undertaken by private development nor even by local govern.~ents. 
Monetary benefits would not be immediately forthcoming. Even in the 
field of hydroelectric power development, private concerns would 
hesitate to undertake to provide a large progra11 wherein an enormous 
excess of power created over power demanded would exist prior to 
development of the supplied area. Such a scale of development might 
be economically feasible from the national viewpoint on a long-term 
basis, but private capital would prefer incranental development to 
match demand. Consideration must be taken of these factors in a 
determination of the most economical means ot accomplishing justified 
purposes. 
The possibility exists that several projects will meet the 
specified benefit-cost criteria and thus be economical..13 justified. 
It is recommended that a comparison of the several ratios of total 
benefits to total coats be niade as a valid reflection ,of the eftec-
ti veness of use of all the resourcea involved. In instances where 
they may carry unusual significance, associated costs may require 
consideration in the comparison or benefits to costs. 
The ultimate objective or the decision in economic juatiti-
cation ot projects is to maximize net economic returns and human 
satisfactions from the economic resources consumed for the project. 
IV. CONCWSIONS 
A. Price projections should be employed to the fullest extent 
possible. A previous discussion ot the use of price projections leads 
to the conclusion that studies in this field have an intimate effect 
upon the accuracy of cost, and particularly of benefit, estimations. 
Estimates which are as accurate a• possible obviously affect the 
efticiency or a proposed activity indicating that any such aids to 
more accurate estimation should be explored fully and used extensively. 
B. In the utilization ot price projections, the full re-
sources ot all applicable Federal agencies should be ma.de available to 
assist those agencies em.ploying price projections in their studies. 
. . 
c. Allowances tor possible error, and unforeseen oirCNllStances 
should be considered aa such and be openly added, as a contingency 
reserve, to the best possible estimates of actual costs. It is 
recognized that the best engineering estimates may contain errors. 
Many conditions are complete4' unforeseeable which could cause wide 
divergence between fact and estimate. Padded costs am. purposely 
conservative estimates do not allow of themselves adequate examination 
and criticism by those immediately and ultimately responsible tor 
justification ot expenditure o! .tunda. 
D. Interest rates used in economic justification practices 
should reflect a realistic value ot tunds used. The social value of 
project expenditures is that value ot the funds when used tor an 
alternate purpose. An al.temate purpose or tax revenues would be 
savings by a taxpqer or elevation ot his standard or li Ting through 
purchase of consumer goods. Interest and discount rates presently 
recommended do not reflect this alternate value. 
E. Duplication of benefits in project formulation is a con-
tinuous hazard. While it is recognized and guarded against in current 
directives, continuing vigilance must be exercised to eliminate this 
danger. 
F • . Consideration f>f benefits from aids to navigation Dltlst 
recognize the existence of Federal subsidies, thereby, to water 
transportation. It is fully recognized that navigational benefits 
may be created as by-products of other primary benefits. Any 
recognition of benefits from aids to navigation should consider 
investment of such project .funds in alternate forms of transpc>rtation 
with a view to providing equal benefits at less cost. A possible 
alternative would be to cause expenditures for purel.3 navigational 
purposes to be a recoverable item. Those to whom the benefits accrue 
could be required to reillburse the Federal government therefor thus 
eliminating inefficient favored treatment of water transportation. 
G. The fifteen percent limitation on recognition of recrea-
tional benefits is considered. to be conservative and should be allowed 
to vary with any given proposal. It would appear that sufficient 
history· and records of use of existing recreational facilities have 
been accumulated to form a basis for more realistic and reliable 
estimates of the value ot recreational benefits. 
H. The full value of estimated recreational benefits should 
be computed and listed if' the fifteen percent limitation must be used. 
It this total exceeds .f'i.tteen percent o.f' total benefits the remainder 
can be listed with intangible benefits o:t which :f'ull consideration can 
be taken in project approval. 
I. Continuing study should disclose a more realistic value 
for the visitor-day or a more realistic basis than the visitor-day. 
J. The Federal government should participate in fiood control 
improvements only on a "catastrophic basis." The wording of the 
p:-esent law does not allow for Federal participation in programs on 
another basis and particularly not on a basis which does not promote 
the general welfare. 
K. It should be the responsibility of all agencies concerned 
to jointly continue the work or the Inter-Agency Committee on Water 
Resources in elimination or controversy and diverse aims and practices 
among the several Federal agencies engaged in the justification ot 
expenditures of Federal funds for Public Works. 
L. A method of evaluating relative merits of justified pro-
jects based upon the anticipated rate of return on investment should 
be developed and utilized. This system would serve to select those 
proposed expenditures of public funds which would provide greatest 
fiscal efficiency. 
M. Alternate methods of accomplishing flood control purposes 
should be considered and adopted lllhenever studies indicate that a 
saving -would result thereby. At least the cost of such methods as 
land management and rezoning should be indicated and these methods 
recommended for the consideration of approving authorities. 
N. In consideration of the several methods of presenting 
economic recommendations, a standard procedure should be devised and 
.followed. This procedure should be based upon sound engineering and 
economic principles. This "one best~", while always subject to 
continuing improvement, should be followed explicitly by all agencies 
concemed thus allowing the one most efficient taoe of a proposal to 
be exposed at all times tor the persua.l of interested parties. Thus, 
engineering economic efficiency would not be offered as a sacrifice 
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